
EPICH Cttee December 15 2021 
 
 
Present - Pat Simpson / Judith Redfern / Val Hughes / Pat Fisher / Jamie Westwood / Helen Raine / 
Tony Needham / Ken Pattison   
 
Apologies - Lynn Wylie / Wilma Campbell  
 
Finance - Bee Account £849.23    General Account £827.79  
Total £1677.02 
 
Heritage Orchard -PS 
The information panel for the orchard has been received and we are waiting for it to be fitted by 
Martin at a cost of £40, which must be before the Wassail. 
The slate labels written by Graham Wylie have now all been fastened to the trees.   
 
Wassail - PS 
The Richmond Morris Men have confirmed they are coming. 
Ken has arranged for the choir “No Added Sugar” to attend and perform around the trees. 
Clervaux are providing free, one dozen bottles of their apple juice. 
There is a Wassail “to-do” list attached to the minutes and any help from EPICH members would be 
appreciated; we are having a meeting early in the new year with Keith Sandick to finalise 
preparations. 
 
Bird Hide  
Helen will attempt to fix/mend the bird hide information board and put it up in time to advertise the 
Wassail. 
Jamie is looking at types of paint pens to use for the mural on the bird hide.  It will be Easter before 
this is done. 
 
Lychgate - PS 
EPICH members still feel that we need to liaise with the residents by means of a questionnaire to 
find out their views on the future upkeep of the area.  There will be an in depth EPICH meeting in 
February to decide our plans. 
HPC have confirmed that they will fund the replacing of the information panel which will be 
reprinted without reference to the Parish Council. 
 
Picnic Table - PS 
The picnic table has had some slight damage to the surface. 
The area is looking neglected because of the weed matting showing through the wood 
chippings.  We have been promised a fresh supply of wood chippings but these haven’t yet been put 
down.  
New spring bulbs have been planted but members feel that the whole area needs a refurb and 
freshen up so it will be put on the project agenda for next year. 
 
Bees - JR 
The bees are checked fortnightly through the winter and although some colonies are quite small, 
they all seem to be doing ok. 
As from the last inspection, all the hives have additional food support in supplies of fondant. 
 
AOB - JR 



John Buxton has supplied EPICH via email with a wonderful field guide on butterflies, dragonflies and 
damselflies all photographed around Hurworth.  We are going to give some thought for the best way 
to use this and if we can fix/replace the information panel on the bird hide, we will certainly use it to 
reproduce the photos there. 
Many thanks to John for thinking of EPICH. 
 
Wassail “to - do” list attached. 
 


